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Memory-based Exploration
• Reward-based exploration works well in many applications

• However, it suffers from several disadvantages:
• Function approximation is slow
• Exploration bonus is non-stationary
• Knowledge fading: states are no longer novel in time and do no longer provide intrinsic reward signals

Idea of memory-based exploration:
à Use external memories in combination to resolve such disadvantages!
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Episodic Memory: Never Give Up (NGU)1
• So far: RND works great but suffers from episodic settings
• Idea: use two modules:

1. RND as a lifelong novelty module, and
2. an episodic novelty module for rapid in-episode adaptation

1 Badia et al.: Never Give Up: Learning Directed Exploration Strategies. ICLR 2020.

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2020
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Figure 1: (left) Training architecture for the embedding network (right) NGU’s reward generator.

2 THE NEVER-GIVE-UP INTRINSIC REWARD

We follow the literature on curiosity-driven exploration, where the extrinsic reward is augmented
with an intrinsic reward (or exploration bonus). The augmented reward at time t is then defined as
rt = r

e
t + �r

i
t, where ret and r

i
t are respectively the extrinsic and intrinsic rewards, and � is a positive

scalar weighting the relevance of the latter. Deep RL agents are typically trained on the augmented
reward rt, while performance is measured on extrinsic reward r

e
t only. This section describes the

proposed intrinsic reward r
i
t.

Our intrinsic reward r
i
t satisfies three properties: (i) it rapidly discourages revisiting the same state

within the same episode, (ii) it slowly discourages visits to states visited many times across episodes,
(iii) the notion of state ignores aspects of an environment that are not influenced by an agent’s actions.

We begin by providing a general overview of the computation of the proposed intrinsic reward. Then
we provide the details of each one of the components. The reward is composed of two blocks: an
episodic novelty module and an (optional) life-long novelty module, represented in red and green
respectively in Fig. 1 (right). The episodic novelty module computes our episodic intrinsic reward
and is composed of an episodic memory, M , and an embedding function f , mapping the current
observation to a learned representation that we refer to as controllable state. At the beginning of each
episode, the episodic memory starts completely empty. At every step, the agent computes an episodic
intrinsic reward, repisodic

t , and appends the controllable state corresponding to the current observation
to the memory M . To determine the bonus, the current observation is compared to the content of the
episodic memory. Larger differences produce larger episodic intrinsic rewards. The episodic intrinsic
reward r

episodic
t promotes the agent to visit as many different states as possible within a single episode.

This means that the notion of novelty ignores inter-episode interactions: a state that has been visited
thousands of times gives the same intrinsic reward as a completely new state as long as they are
equally novel given the history of the current episode.

A life-long (or inter-episodic) novelty module provides a long-term novelty signal to statefully control
the amount of exploration across episodes. We do so by multiplicatively modulating the exploration
bonus repisodic

t with a life-long curiosity factor, ↵t. Note that this modulation will vanish over time,
reducing our method to using the non-modulated reward. Specifically, we combine ↵t with r

episodic
t

as follows (see also Fig. 1 (right)):

r
i
t = r

episodic
t ·min {max {↵t, 1} , L} (1)

where L is a chosen maximum reward scaling (we fix L = 5 for all our experiments). Mixing rewards
this way, we leverage the long-term novelty detection that ↵t offers, while r

i
t continues to encourage

our agent to explore all the controllable states.

Embedding network: f : O ! Rp maps the current observation to a p-dimensional vector corre-
sponding to its controllable state. Consider an environment that has a lot of variability independent of
the agent’s actions, such as navigating a busy city with many pedestrians and vehicles. An agent could
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• RND derives a life-long novelty bonus
• The exploration bonus is given as

𝛼! = 1 + "!"# #$ $%%
&%

, with 

• the running mean 𝜇" , and
• the running standard deviation 𝜎"
of the RND error 𝑒'()(𝑠!)
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• Add 𝜙 𝑠! into 𝑀
• Compare 𝜙 𝑠! to the other content in 𝑀:

𝑟!" =
*

∑&'∈") , - .$ ,-' 01
, with 

• a kernel function 𝐾 𝑥, 𝑦
• # nearest neighbors 𝑁2, and 
• a constant 𝑐 to avoid a zero-sum

Originally, the paper proposes

𝐾 𝑥, 𝑦 = 3
*+(-,/)
*1+

03
, with

• Euclidean distance 𝑑 between two samples
• squared Euclidean distance 𝑑45 of the 𝑘-th

nearest neighbors à more robust
• a small constant 𝜖

Short-term per-
episode reward 
(within one episode)
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= 𝑟!" ⋅ 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑝 𝛼!, 1, 𝐿 , with
𝐿 being a reward scaler.

à Do not revisit the same state within the same episode!
à Try to not revisit the states you already saw in previous episodes!
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Agent571

1 Badia et al.: Agent 57: Outperforming the Atari Human Benchmark. ICML 2020.

• Agent57 is the first RL agent who beats Atari57 consistently
• Two main improvements over NGU:

1. Population of policies:

• Each policy has its own pair of exploration parameters 𝛽,, 𝛾, ,-.
/

• Policies with high 𝛽, (and lower 𝛾,) make more progress at early stages
• Policies with high 𝛾, (and lower 𝛽,) make more progress at later stages
• A meta-controller (sliding window UCB) is trained to select from the policies

2. Re-Parameterization of Q-value function:
• Q-function is decomposed into intrinsic and extrinsic influence:

𝑄 𝑠, 𝑎; 𝜃,0 = 𝑄 𝑠, 𝑎; 𝜃,1 + 𝛽,𝑄 𝑠, 𝑎; 𝜃,0

• During training both parameter sets (𝜃1 and 𝜃0) are optimized separately
with rewards 𝑟,1 and 𝑟,0, respectively

Memory-based Exploration 8
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Episodic Curiosity through Reachability1

1 Savinov et al.: Episodic Curiosity through Reachability. ICLR 2019.

• There is a better thing than using the Euclidean distance*

• Episodic Curiosity (EC) module:
• Measure the number of steps needed to

transit between two states
• The novelty than depends on the reachability

between states

• General idea/steps:
1. Clear episodic memory 𝑀 on environment reset
2. At each step 𝑡 until the episode ends:

1. Compare 𝑠2 with all the states in the memory
2. If it takes more than 𝑘 steps to reach 𝑠2 à agent gets a bonus
3. If the novelty bonus is large enough à add 𝑠2 to 𝑀

• But how can we estimate the reachability?

* In fact: this paper was published before the NGU paper!
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Figure 1: We define novelty through reach-
ability. The nodes in the graph are observa-
tions, the edges — possible transitions. The
blue nodes are already in memory, the green
nodes are reachable from the memory within
k = 2 steps (not novel), the orange nodes
are further away — take more than k steps
to reach (novel). In practice, the full possible
transition graph is not available, so we train
a neural network approximator to predict if
the distance in steps between observations is
larger or smaller than k.

intuition can be formalized as giving a reward only for those observations which take some effort to
reach (outside the already explored part of the environment). The effort is measured in the number of
environment steps. To estimate it we train a neural network approximator: given two observations,
it would predict how many steps separate them. The concept of novelty via reachability is illustrated
in Figure 1. To make the description above practically implementable, there is still one piece miss-
ing though. For determining the novelty of the current observation, we need to keep track of what
was already explored in the environment. A natural candidate for that purpose would be episodic
memory: it stores instances of the past which makes it easy to apply the reachability approximator
on pairs of current and past observations.

Our method works as follows. The agent starts with an empty memory at the beginning of the
episode and at every step compares the current observation with the observations in memory to
determine novelty. If the current observation is indeed novel — takes more steps to reach from
observations in memory than a threshold — the agent rewards itself with a bonus and adds the
current observation to the episodic memory. The process continues until the end of the episode,
when the memory is wiped clean.

We benchmark our method on a range of tasks from visually rich 3D environments VizDoom, DM-

Lab and MuJoCo. We conduct the comparison with other methods — including the state-of-the-art
curiosity method ICM (Pathak et al., 2017) — under the same budget of environment interactions.
First, we use the VizDoom environments from prior work to establish that our re-implementation of
the ICM baseline is correct — and also demonstrate at least 2 times faster convergence of our method
with respect to the baseline. Second, in the randomized procedurally generated environments from
DMLab our method turns out to be more robust to spurious behaviours than the method ICM: while
the baseline learns a persistent firing behaviour in navigational tasks (thus creating interesting pic-
tures for itself), our method learns a reasonable explorative behaviour. In terms of quantitative
evaluation, our method reaches the goal at least 2 times more often in the procedurally generated
test levels in DMLab with a very sparse reward. Third, when comparing the behaviour of the agent in
the complete absence of rewards, our method covers at least 4 times more area (measured in discrete
(x, y) coordinate cells) than the baseline ICM. Fourth, we demonstrate that our curiosity bonus does
not significantly deteriorate performance of the plain PPO algorithm (Schulman et al., 2017) in two
tasks with dense reward in DMLab. Finally, we demonstrate that an ant in a MuJoCo environment
can learn locomotion purely from our curiosity reward computed based on the first-person view.

2 EPISODIC CURIOSITY

We consider an agent which interacts with an environment. The interactions happen at discrete time
steps over the episodes of limited duration T . At each time step t, the environment provides the agent
with an observation ot from the observational space O (we consider images), samples an action at
from a set of actions A using a probabilistic policy ⇡(ot) and receives a scalar reward rt 2 R
together with the new observation ot+1 and an end-of-episode indicator. The goal of the agent is to
optimize the expectation of the discounted sum of rewards during the episode S =

P
t �

trt.

In this work we primarily focus on the tasks where rewards rt are sparse — that is, zero for most of
the time steps t. Under such conditions commonly used RL algorithms (e.g., PPO Schulman et al.
(2017)) do not work well. We further introduce an episodic curiosity (EC) module which alleviates
this problem. The purpose of this module is to produce a reward bonus bt which is further summed
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Episodic Curiosity through Reachability1
• Ideally, we would have access to a transition graph

1. Not possible to build up (due to limited memory)
2. Hard to build

• Solution: Train a Siamese neural network
that predicts how far two states are apart

• Embedding network 𝐸: 𝒪 → ℝ!
(encodes states to feature vectors)

• Comparator network 𝐶: ℝ! × ℝ! → 0,1
(reachability within 𝑘 steps: 0 (not reachable) to 1 (reachable))

• “R-network” as a classifier trained with
logistic regression loss, based on trajectory data:
à Hence: 𝑅 𝑜" , 𝑜# = 𝐶 𝐸 𝑜" , 𝐸 𝑜#

Published as a conference paper at ICLR 2019
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Figure 2: Left: siamese architecture of reachability (R) network. Right: R-network is trained based
on a sequence of observations that the agent encounters while acting. The temporally close (within
threshold) pairs of observations are positive examples, while temporally far ones — negatives.

up with the task reward rt to give an augmented reward brt = rt + bt. The augmented reward has a
nice property from the RL point of view — it is a dense reward. Learning with such reward is faster,
more stable and often leads to better final performance in terms of the cumulative task reward S.

In the following section we describe the key components of our episodic curiosity module.

2.1 EPISODIC CURIOSITY MODULE

The episodic curiosity (EC) module takes the current observation o as input and produces a reward
bonus b. The module consists of both parametric and non-parametric components. There are two
parametric components: an embedding network E : O ! Rn and a comparator network C :
Rn

⇥Rn
! [0, 1]. Those parametric components are trained together to predict reachability as parts

of the reachability network — shown in Figure 2. There are also two non-parametric components:
an episodic memory buffer M and a reward bonus estimation function B. The high-level overview
of the system is shown in Figure 3. Next, we give a detailed explanation of all the components.

Embedding and comparator networks. Both networks are designed to function jointly for estimat-
ing within-k-step-reachability of one observation oi from another observation oj as parts of a reach-
ability network R(oi,oj) = C(E(oi), E(oj)). This is a siamese architecture similar to (Zagoruyko
& Komodakis, 2015). The architecture is shown in Figure 2. R-network is a classifier trained with a
logistic regression loss: it predicts values close to 0 if probability of two observations being reach-
able from one another within k steps is low, and values close to 1 when this probability is high. Inside
the episodic curiosity the two networks are used separately to save up computation and memory.

Episodic memory. The episodic memory buffer M stores embeddings of past observations from
the current episode, computed with the embedding network E. The memory buffer has a limited
capacity K to avoid memory and performance issues. At every step, the embedding of the current
observation might be added to the memory. What to do when the capacity is exceeded? One solution
we found working well in practice is to substitute a random element in memory with the current
element. This way there are still more fresh elements in memory than older ones, but the older
elements are not totally neglected.

Reward bonus estimation module. The purpose of this module is to check for reachable observa-
tions in memory and if none is found — assign larger reward bonus to the current time step. The
check is done by comparing embeddings in memory to the current embedding via comparator net-
work. Essentially, this check insures that no observation in memory can be reached by taking only a
few actions from the current state — our characterization of novelty.

2.2 BONUS COMPUTATION ALGORITHM.

At every time step, the current observation o goes through the embedding network producing the
embedding vector e = E(o). This embedding vector is compared with the stored embeddings in
the memory buffer M =

⌦
e1, . . . , e|M|

↵
via the comparator network C where |M| is the current

number of elements in memory. This comparator network fills the reachability buffer with values

ci = C(ei, e), i = 1, |M|. (1)
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Lab and MuJoCo. We conduct the comparison with other methods — including the state-of-the-art
curiosity method ICM (Pathak et al., 2017) — under the same budget of environment interactions.
First, we use the VizDoom environments from prior work to establish that our re-implementation of
the ICM baseline is correct — and also demonstrate at least 2 times faster convergence of our method
with respect to the baseline. Second, in the randomized procedurally generated environments from
DMLab our method turns out to be more robust to spurious behaviours than the method ICM: while
the baseline learns a persistent firing behaviour in navigational tasks (thus creating interesting pic-
tures for itself), our method learns a reasonable explorative behaviour. In terms of quantitative
evaluation, our method reaches the goal at least 2 times more often in the procedurally generated
test levels in DMLab with a very sparse reward. Third, when comparing the behaviour of the agent in
the complete absence of rewards, our method covers at least 4 times more area (measured in discrete
(x, y) coordinate cells) than the baseline ICM. Fourth, we demonstrate that our curiosity bonus does
not significantly deteriorate performance of the plain PPO algorithm (Schulman et al., 2017) in two
tasks with dense reward in DMLab. Finally, we demonstrate that an ant in a MuJoCo environment
can learn locomotion purely from our curiosity reward computed based on the first-person view.

2 EPISODIC CURIOSITY

We consider an agent which interacts with an environment. The interactions happen at discrete time
steps over the episodes of limited duration T . At each time step t, the environment provides the agent
with an observation ot from the observational space O (we consider images), samples an action at
from a set of actions A using a probabilistic policy ⇡(ot) and receives a scalar reward rt 2 R
together with the new observation ot+1 and an end-of-episode indicator. The goal of the agent is to
optimize the expectation of the discounted sum of rewards during the episode S =

P
t �

trt.

In this work we primarily focus on the tasks where rewards rt are sparse — that is, zero for most of
the time steps t. Under such conditions commonly used RL algorithms (e.g., PPO Schulman et al.
(2017)) do not work well. We further introduce an episodic curiosity (EC) module which alleviates
this problem. The purpose of this module is to produce a reward bonus bt which is further summed

2
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Figure 2: Left: siamese architecture of reachability (R) network. Right: R-network is trained based
on a sequence of observations that the agent encounters while acting. The temporally close (within
threshold) pairs of observations are positive examples, while temporally far ones — negatives.

up with the task reward rt to give an augmented reward brt = rt + bt. The augmented reward has a
nice property from the RL point of view — it is a dense reward. Learning with such reward is faster,
more stable and often leads to better final performance in terms of the cumulative task reward S.

In the following section we describe the key components of our episodic curiosity module.

2.1 EPISODIC CURIOSITY MODULE

The episodic curiosity (EC) module takes the current observation o as input and produces a reward
bonus b. The module consists of both parametric and non-parametric components. There are two
parametric components: an embedding network E : O ! Rn and a comparator network C :
Rn

⇥Rn
! [0, 1]. Those parametric components are trained together to predict reachability as parts

of the reachability network — shown in Figure 2. There are also two non-parametric components:
an episodic memory buffer M and a reward bonus estimation function B. The high-level overview
of the system is shown in Figure 3. Next, we give a detailed explanation of all the components.

Embedding and comparator networks. Both networks are designed to function jointly for estimat-
ing within-k-step-reachability of one observation oi from another observation oj as parts of a reach-
ability network R(oi,oj) = C(E(oi), E(oj)). This is a siamese architecture similar to (Zagoruyko
& Komodakis, 2015). The architecture is shown in Figure 2. R-network is a classifier trained with a
logistic regression loss: it predicts values close to 0 if probability of two observations being reach-
able from one another within k steps is low, and values close to 1 when this probability is high. Inside
the episodic curiosity the two networks are used separately to save up computation and memory.

Episodic memory. The episodic memory buffer M stores embeddings of past observations from
the current episode, computed with the embedding network E. The memory buffer has a limited
capacity K to avoid memory and performance issues. At every step, the embedding of the current
observation might be added to the memory. What to do when the capacity is exceeded? One solution
we found working well in practice is to substitute a random element in memory with the current
element. This way there are still more fresh elements in memory than older ones, but the older
elements are not totally neglected.

Reward bonus estimation module. The purpose of this module is to check for reachable observa-
tions in memory and if none is found — assign larger reward bonus to the current time step. The
check is done by comparing embeddings in memory to the current embedding via comparator net-
work. Essentially, this check insures that no observation in memory can be reached by taking only a
few actions from the current state — our characterization of novelty.

2.2 BONUS COMPUTATION ALGORITHM.

At every time step, the current observation o goes through the embedding network producing the
embedding vector e = E(o). This embedding vector is compared with the stored embeddings in
the memory buffer M =

⌦
e1, . . . , e|M|

↵
via the comparator network C where |M| is the current

number of elements in memory. This comparator network fills the reachability buffer with values

ci = C(ei, e), i = 1, |M|. (1)

3
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Episodic Curiosity through Reachability
• Putting all together: Episodic Curiosity (EC) Module
• At every time step

1. Embedding network processes 𝑜$ à embedding vector 𝑒 = 𝐸 𝑜$

2. Compare 𝑒 with all embeddings in the buffer 𝑀 = 𝑒%, … , 𝑒 & via 𝐶
à fills the reachability buffer with values

𝑐" = 𝐶 𝑒" , 𝑒 , 𝑖 = 1, … ,𝑀.

3. Compute the similarity score between 𝑒 and the memory buffer 𝑀 as 𝐶 𝑀, 𝑒 = 𝐹 𝑐%, … , 𝑐 & ∈ 0,1 ,
where 𝐹 ⋅ is a hyperparameter (function). 

• max(⋅) would theoretically be a good choice but is prone to outliers
• 90th percentile works better in experiments.

4. Compute the curiosity bonus as 𝑏 = 𝐵 𝑀, 𝑒 = 𝛼 𝛽 − 𝐶 𝑀, 𝑒
• 𝛼 tunes scale of task rewards
• 𝛽 defines the sign of the reward (0.5 works well for fixed-duration episodes)
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Figure 3: The use of episodic curiosity (EC) module for reward bonus computation. The module
take a current observation as input and computes a reward bonus which is higher for novel observa-
tions. This bonus is later summed up with the task reward and used for training an RL agent.

Then the similarity score between the memory buffer and the current embedding is computed from
the reachability buffer as (with a slight abuse of notation)

C(M, e) = F
�
c1, . . . , c|M|

�
2 [0, 1]. (2)

where the aggregation function F is a hyperparameter of our method. Theoretically, F = max
would be a good choice, however, in practice it is prone to outliers coming from the parametric
embedding and comparator networks. Empirically, we found that 90-th percentile works well as a
robust substitute to maximum.

As a curiosity bonus, we take

b = B(M, e) = ↵(� � C(M, e)), (3)

where ↵ 2 R+ and � 2 R are hyperparameters of our method. The value of ↵ depends on the
scale of task rewards — we will discuss how to select it in the experimental section. The value
of � determines the sign of the reward — and thus could bias the episodes to be shorter or longer.
Empirically, � = 0.5 works well for fixed-duration episodes, and � = 1 is preferred if an episode
could have variable length.

After the bonus computation, the observation embedding is added to memory if the bonus b is
larger than a novelty threshold bnovelty . This check is necessary for the following reason. If every
observation embedding is added to the memory buffer, the observation from the current step will
always be reachable from the previous step. Thus, the reward would never be granted. The threshold
bnovelty induces a discretization in the embedding space. Intuitively, this makes sense: only “distinct
enough” memories are stored. As a side benefit, the memory buffer stores information with much
less redundancy. We refer the reader to the video1 which visualizes the curiosity reward bonus and
the memory state during the operation of the algorithm.

2.3 REACHABILITY NETWORK TRAINING

If the full transition graph in Figure 1 was available, there would be no need of a reachability net-
work and the novelty could be computed analytically through the shortest-path algorithm. However,
normally we have access only to the sequence of observations which the agent receives while acting.
Fortunately, as suggested by (Savinov et al., 2018), even a simple observation sequence graph could
still be used for training a reasonable approximator to the real step-distance. This procedure is illus-
trated in Figure 2. This procedure takes as input a sequence of observations o1, . . . ,oN and forms
pairs from those observations. The pairs (oi,oj) where |i� j|  k are taken as positive (reachable)
examples while the pairs with |i � j| > �k become negative examples. The hyperparameter � is
necessary to create a gap between positive and negative examples. In the end, the network is trained
with logistic regression loss to output the probability of the positive (reachable) class.

In our work, we have explored two settings for training a reachability network: using a random
policy and together with the task-solving policy (online training). The first version generally follows
the training protocol proposed by (Savinov et al., 2018). We put the agent into exactly the same

1https://youtu.be/mphIRR6VsbM
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Direct Exploration
Go-Explore1

• The problems stemming from sparse rewards and
intrinsic motivation are two-fold:
1. Detachment

• Intrinsic rewards are nearly always a consumable
resource: short-term focus lies on such areas but
with time they become less interesting to the agent

• Catastrophic forgetting: we forget things that happened
far in the past

2. Derailment
• Describes the problem of re-visiting an interesting state

again, in order to further explore from there
• Previous work runs the policy again (with stochastic perturbation) in a ”hope” to reach the desired state again

à with naïve perturbations in complex environments this becomes highly unlikely

Memory-based Exploration 12
1 Adrian Ecoffet et al.: Go-Explore: a new Approach for Hard-Exploration Problems. 2020.
see also: https://towardsdatascience.com/a-short-introduction-to-go-explore-c61c2ef201f0
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Figure 1: A hypothetical example of detachment in intrinsic motivation (IM) algorithms. Green
areas indicate intrinsic reward, white indicates areas where no intrinsic reward remains, and purple
areas indicate where the algorithm is currently exploring. (1) The agent starts each episode between
the two mazes. (2) It may by chance start exploring the West maze and IM may drive it to learn to
traverse, say, 50% of it. (3) Because current algorithms sprinkle in randomness (either in actions or
parameters) to try to produce new behaviors to find explicit or intrinsic rewards, by chance the agent
may at some point begin exploring the East maze, where it will also encounter a lot of intrinsic reward.
After completely exploring the East maze, it has no explicit memory of the promising exploration
frontier it abandoned in the West maze. It likely would also have no implicit memory of this frontier
due to the problem of catastrophic forgetting [17–20]. (4) Worse, the path leading to the frontier in
the West maze has already been explored, so no (or little) intrinsic motivation remains to rediscover
it. We thus say the algorithm has detached from a frontier of states that provide intrinsic motivation.
As a result, exploration can stall when areas close to where the current agent visits have already
been explored. This problem would be remedied if the agent remembered and returned to previously
discovered promising areas for exploration, which Go-Explore does.

Phase 1: explore until solved Phase 2: robustify
(if necessary)

Go to state
Explore

from state
Update 
archive

Run imitation learning
on best trajectory

Select state
from archive

Figure 2: A high-level overview of the Go-Explore algorithm.

and from which further exploration might be most effective. To address derailment, an insight in
Go-Explore is that effective exploration can be decomposed into first returning to a promising state
(without intentionally adding any exploration) before then exploring further.

Go-Explore is an explicit response to both detachment and derailment that is also designed to achieve
robust solutions in stochastic environments. The version presented here works in two phases (Fig. 2):
(1) first solve the problem in a way that may be brittle, such as solving a deterministic version of the
problem (i.e. discover how to solve the problem at all), and (2) then robustify (i.e. train to be able to
reliably perform the solution in the presence of stochasticity).1 Similar to IM algorithms, Phase 1
focuses on exploring infrequently visited states, which forms the basis for dealing with sparse-reward

1Note that this second phase is in principle not necessary if Phase 1 itself produces a policy that can handle
stochastic environments (Section 2.1.3).
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1 Adrian Ecoffet et al.: Go-Explore: a new Approach for Hard-Exploration Problems. 2020.

Go-Explore1 addresses detachment and derailment using two phases:

1. Explore until solved
• No ML and NNs involved here. Just random (or

semi-guided) exploration
• Main goal: find interesting cells

• Newly discovered & high reward obtained to reach them
• For each interesting cell we store the

1. full trajectory to get there
2. a snapshot of the environment state
3. total reward of the trajectory
4. length of the trajectory

• If we revisit a state
• Update the entry if it is better

(i.e., short trajectory, higher reward)

Go Explore

Use a heuristic to choose a good cell and go there
(i.e., best reward, least-visited,…)

Perform random actions from thereon
(no policy, no network)
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the two mazes. (2) It may by chance start exploring the West maze and IM may drive it to learn to
traverse, say, 50% of it. (3) Because current algorithms sprinkle in randomness (either in actions or
parameters) to try to produce new behaviors to find explicit or intrinsic rewards, by chance the agent
may at some point begin exploring the East maze, where it will also encounter a lot of intrinsic reward.
After completely exploring the East maze, it has no explicit memory of the promising exploration
frontier it abandoned in the West maze. It likely would also have no implicit memory of this frontier
due to the problem of catastrophic forgetting [17–20]. (4) Worse, the path leading to the frontier in
the West maze has already been explored, so no (or little) intrinsic motivation remains to rediscover
it. We thus say the algorithm has detached from a frontier of states that provide intrinsic motivation.
As a result, exploration can stall when areas close to where the current agent visits have already
been explored. This problem would be remedied if the agent remembered and returned to previously
discovered promising areas for exploration, which Go-Explore does.
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and from which further exploration might be most effective. To address derailment, an insight in
Go-Explore is that effective exploration can be decomposed into first returning to a promising state
(without intentionally adding any exploration) before then exploring further.

Go-Explore is an explicit response to both detachment and derailment that is also designed to achieve
robust solutions in stochastic environments. The version presented here works in two phases (Fig. 2):
(1) first solve the problem in a way that may be brittle, such as solving a deterministic version of the
problem (i.e. discover how to solve the problem at all), and (2) then robustify (i.e. train to be able to
reliably perform the solution in the presence of stochasticity).1 Similar to IM algorithms, Phase 1
focuses on exploring infrequently visited states, which forms the basis for dealing with sparse-reward

1Note that this second phase is in principle not necessary if Phase 1 itself produces a policy that can handle
stochastic environments (Section 2.1.3).
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Go-Explore1 addresses detachment and derailment using two phases:
• Limitation of 1st phase: go to a cell is only “easy” in deterministic environments!
2. Robustify (if needed): “Backward“ algorithm

• Consider a sequence 𝑐%, 𝑐', … , 𝑐!(%, 𝑐!, where 𝑐! is the “go” cell
• Algorithm:

1. Initialize 𝑐0 = 𝑐34.
2. Set environment to the snapshot of 𝑐0 and train the agent to reach 𝑐3
3. When agent finds a trajectory with an equal or higher reward:

à set 𝑖 ← 𝑖 − 1
à go to step 2

4. Stop when 𝑖 = 1

• How to make policies more robust to non-determinism in Atari?
• No ops
• Sticky actions
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Figure 6: History of progress on Montezuma’s Revenge vs. the version of Go-Explore that does
not harness domain knowledge. Go-Explore significantly improves on the prior state of the art.
These data are presented in tabular form in Appendix A.9.

for a robustification run. When training with 10 demonstration trajectories, all 5 robustification runs
were successful. Fig. 5b shows an example of successful robustification with 10 trajectories.

In the end, our robustified policies achieve a mean score of 43,763 (CI: 36,718 – 50,196), substantially
higher than the human expert mean of 34,900 [27]. All policies successfully solve level 1 (with a
99.8% success rate over different stochastic evaluations of the policies), and one of our 5 policies
also solves level 2 100% of the time. Fig. 6 shows how these results compare with prior work.

Surprisingly, the computational cost of Phase 2 is greater than that of Phase 1. These Phase 2 results
were achieved after a mean of 4.35B (CI: 4.27B – 4.45B) game frames of training, which took a
mean of 2.4 (CI: 2.4 – 2.5) days of training (details in Appendix A.8).

3.1.2 With domain knowledge in the cell representation

On Montezuma’s Revenge, when harnessing domain knowledge in its cell representation (Sec-
tion 2.1.1), Phase 1 of Go-Explore finds a total of 238 (CI: 231 – 245) rooms, solves a mean of 9.1
(CI: 8.8 – 9.4) levels (with every run solving at least 7 levels), and does so in roughly half as many
game frames as with the downscaled image cell representation (Fig. 7a). Its scores are also extremely
high, with a mean of 148,220 (CI: 144,580 – 151,730) (Fig. 7c). These results are averaged over 50
runs.

As with the downscaled version, Phase 1 of Go-Explore with domain knowledge was still discovering
additional rooms, cells, and ever-higher scores linearly when it was stopped (Fig. 7). Indeed, because
every level of Montezuma’s Revenge past level 3 is nearly identical to level 3 (except for the scores
on the screen and the stochastic timing of events) and because each run had already passed level 3, it
would likely continue to find new rooms, cells, and higher scores forever.

Domain knowledge runs spend less time exploiting the treasure room bug because we preferentially
select cells in the highest level reached so far (Appendix A.5). Doing so encourages exploring new
levels instead of exploring the treasure rooms on previous levels to keep exploiting the treasure room
bug. The highest final scores thus come from trajectories that solved many levels. Because knowing
the level number constitutes domain knowledge, non-domain knowledge runs cannot take advantage
of this information and are thus affected by the bug more.

In terms of computational performance, Phase 1 with domain knowledge solves the first level after
a mean of only 57.6M (CI: 52.7M – 62.3M) game frames, corresponding to 0.9 (CI: 0.8 – 1.0)
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Direct Exploration: Go-Explore (Improvements)
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• “First return, then explore”1: policy-based Go-Explore
• Instead of resetting the simulator: learn a goal-conditioned

policy to reach a state
à mainly trained to follow the best trajectory so far

• Self-Imitation Learning to extract more information from
successful trajectories

• “Memory based Trajectory-conditioned Policies for Learning from Sparse Rewards”2: 
• Like policy-based go-explore:

• Maintain a memory of demonstrations collected during training
• Use them to train a trajectory-conditioned policy via Self-Imitation Learning

• Prioritize trajectories that end with a rare state during sampling.
1 Adrian Ecoffet et al.: First return, then explore. 2021.

2 Yijie Guo et al.: Memory Based Trajectory-conditioned Policies for Learning from Sparse Rewards. 2021.
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• Motivation, Problem Definition & Multi-Armed Bandits
• Classic Exploration Strategies

• Epsilon Greedy
• (Bayesian) Upper Confidence Bounds
• Thomson Sampling

• Exploration in Deep RL
• Count-based Exploration: Density Models, Hashing
• Prediction-based Exploration:

• Forward Dynamics
• Random Networks
• Physical Properties

• Memory-based Exploration:
• Episodic Memory
• Direct Exploration

• Summary and Outlook 
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Summary
• We studied different families of algorithms and settings in this lecture:

1. Multi-armed Bandits and their theoretical assumptions
2. Challenges that arise from going from small MDPs to high-dimensional POMDPs
3. We found different families of methods to guide exploration in Deep RL:

• Count-based Exploration
• Prediction-based Exploration
• Memory-based Exploration

• Exploration is really hot topic in current RL research
• Proving theoretical assumption and bound from (contextual) bandits on small MDPs, as well as
• Exploration in Deep RL
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